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TAB_ ITEM: ASSESSING STUDENTS' APPLICATION' OF READING THEORY

by

Carol Nichols and Vincent Orlando
Metropolitan State College

Perhaps the most-significant studies which have substantiated the necessity for
_

improved teacher education_ in reading were the Harvar&Carnegie.reports of the early,
.

71960'S. These reports called for upgrading the pre-servi e and in-serVice training./

of teachers. Zhe first Harvard report, The Torch Li hter (Austin, 1961), examined
6

the collegiate preparation of prospective teachers of read,,tctg and concluded that the

graduating students were'hot always adequately trained to Undertake the responsibility

\ \

of helping children master the printed word. The report alio stated that development-
.

of reading concepts must be associated with real life situat ons to enable the college-

\

6
student to make the necessary transfer from theory to practi

_

The Torch L_i_l_hters.report also indicated a dissatisfacti n with methods used in
'

. . 4, 1

\

Ievaluating pre-service:teachers; 'A well 7constructed -objebtive\test, although valuable

=, .

In assessing objectives attadtadin a course, had limited.Usefianess in assessing the
.

., ,
.

. - (. It.c. \

procest
'

the'teacher goes th
.

rough inapplying theory:in a classroom. Results indicated
_

. .

: -,. 'that college instructors felt time constraintoeprohibited theta from evaluating stu-
,

.
\

.>dents in the way theypreferred-Lo6serVatXbn incthd classroom; Rather,, they had.tO

rely on written examinations covering only mastery of theory; One recommendation

resulting from, this study was to make use of the case _study or problem- solving

approach in order to give students the opportunity to apply theory to problems and

ultiAately ,Fo solve the problem.
__

The second. arvard study, The-First R (Austin, 19634 ), was made with the purpose

f ascertaining the conduct content of the reading programs.found in elementary

-r-
schools throughout the country. .-Vtel study critici;ed reading courses as being too

theoret-t ical and impractical, and concluded that content was too removed 'from

realistic situations encountered in a classroom. The study recommende#Jn part
.

that- the. content an 'conduct of undergraduate courses in reading be revised to\in-

Cludthe practical application of fheorx.
3
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There have been attempts to deielop instruments Wiichsrequire students to, apply
fi

, 7
knowledge in a pFobI4M=SoIving situation regarding_ reading. _Eugene W. Wade (1960)

.

developed and validated a test that altessed teachers' application of reading know-
,.

,ledge. Burneti (1961) attempted to strOngthen Wade's test; which he felt was

_product-based and plated no'emphaeis on process concerning how the solution was 40-

tained. Burnett felt aluation should measure the efficiency of the teacher in
.

,soving,problems And in lude the number of errors, corrections; and the sequence of
t.

.steps-used to solve the problem.- On the basis of the results of his study, Burnett

.recommended that rather training courses include experiences which give students

the opportunity to,pse diagnostic procedures. Healso suggested that thnse of the
.

case study approach to solving classroom problems was superior to evaluation which

measures the_amount of factual information possessed by the students.
-

Along this line ,11.tht.16.(1978) developed'and validated a remedial reading

problem - solving instrument which was a modification o a procedure called Tab Item.

A Tab item instrument was a procedure used by the Air Force to measure the pro-.-

_ -
ficiency of a mechanic in maintaining a radar-computer system: The procedure provided

a simulated maIfunctic9,within the system and a list of'all possible tests which could

performed to find its cause; Accompanying each test, hidden under a tali (hence

tie name);_mas a verbal or diagrammatic description of the results the exam would

obtain if the procedure was actually performed; Examinees were instructed to'select

any check or series of chi- necessary to make a diagnosis and to be as efficient as

possible (Glaser; Damrin; and Gardner; 1952).ichoIs modIfiedothis,tethnique to

assess graduate level reading education students' abilities to dlignose reading

problems_ in children. The students were asked to perform a diagnosis on a hypothetical

child. Information was provided which contained the names of tests and prqcedorea

that could realistically be available foruse by *a remedial reading teacher in an

actual pchool situation. The procedures and tests listed included a range from very

relevant to the diagnosis of the problem and placement -to tbos4 that were quite
t

4
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irrelevant. Concealed next to each procedure of test were the results as they related, -- - --

to the hypothetical child consistent with his/her problem. If the examinee decided

the test or Rrocedure would be beneficial to "administer," a paper covering the

result had to be'tp_gn off. Once the, covering was removed, the test was considered

to be "given." It was the student's task to chooSe correctly the beat set of tests

and procedures to ide,tify the instructional needs of the "child." The StUdent'S

perforMance-was compared to procedures used by a panel of experts in diagnosing the

needs of the hypothetical child.

One conclusion Of this study was that the experience would .be more valuable if

the students would be forced to:reLy on their own knowledge rather than being provided

with a list of tests and procedures available for their use. In later' modifitations

of the Tab Itpm technique, students were not given the alternatives. Instead, they

were required to determine what step should be taken, ask the administrator.of the

activity for the results of having taken, that step, and then decide'on the next step

to take. Michols'used:this Modified procedure t .assess.readingistudy. skills abilities

of high. school and freshman college students and to assess graduSte level reading students;
\,.

As the procedure was used, it was found to be more useful as a teaching iechhique
_

than as a testing instrument; It seemed advantageous to use the-koblem-solvingformat

in a non=testing situation in order to accommodate valuable, participant interaction
L

sauring!thsprocess. When used:as a teaching technique; participants were'asked to

wor15.'through -a problem in small_groups. The technique was used in a iederally=funded

Right to Read Prolkat to train'new directors (administrators sand teachers) to conduct

diStrittWide needSaSSeSSMents'and write plans of action OlicholSi. 1979a). It-iieS

. 4-
. also used to tra4n experienced directors in updating building-level needs assessments

(Richols;1979b).

It was also felt that this probleM-sOlving techniqueFould be used with wider-
._J .

.. ,

graduate studentsand so it was used with education majors who minor in reading 4t

M ropolitaft State College. The reading minor sequence'of cou ses requires completion



of.two three -hour basid reading theory courses prior to a three-semester-hour

p racticum. During the practicum students teach developmental reading under the

supervision of classroom tdadhers. It was felt that the Tab IteM teChnique ... _

give students the opportunity to apply their knowledge in a less threatening en- +oat,-

vironment before they begS4 their practicum: It was hoped this activity would make

the students more- comfortable with their first attempt to apply their knoWlddge ina.

*-.77151- classroomAnd that it would give the !college instructor Apsight as'to Which students

would need closer supervidion and more guidance during the praOsicum.

The development of the format of the problem-solving activity came frOt in=

formation de scribed 4,7" The activity centered around a hypothetical fottrth grade

teaching position which opened midyear: The college stUdents were told they- had beeti-

hired in eMber to fill the position; The newly. hired "teacher" met with the
I I

al" and found the "principal" was dissatisfied with the reading progress

made under the "teadher" being replaced; The "principal" expected som -immediate

improvements in -the situation in the- "classroom." =

The newly hiked _"teacher" had one week to work in the dlaaaroom, v isit with the

"principal," and,lOok over redords:. Turing this time thiamteadhet" had to .determinS

how to strengthen the reading instruction in this hypothetical dladatoom.

The 21 undergraduate teadifig minor students:who participated in this activity

were divided into small groups and were given verbal and written directions on how

to proceed. The steps were as followS: r

i. ,Decide, as a group;ivzhat infOrmation needed to be gathered;

2.' Gather the_informOtion (dote up:to the administrator of the activity
and ask for the informatiOh). There were 22 different pieces of
information available, to the-C-6114e students. The items covered
testing results, attitudes of parentS and students, schooI/home
contacti availability of resources, and the reading program in the
hypothetical classroom.

;-

. Discuss the inform4ion.

4. Decide, as a group, what were the implications of the.information4
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The procedure continued with the groups' deciding on the next piece of information

until' all the desired information tureen collected and a plan developed., This

ended the group activity.

Nexti individual students received a set of quedtiond to answer. The questions

asked about specific hypothetical students in the "classroom ". whose reading needs

had not been met adequately by the previous "teacher;" Students were asked to comment

briefly on t-- ative plans for the hypothetical students. Next, they were asked to 4

list WeaknOSSeS in the "reading program" andi finally, outline a plain for strengthening

the "program."

A class disc4sSitiii followed and the college students discussed each part of the

questionnaire with direction and input from the college instructor.'

The problem-solving activity came about as the result of a desire to bridge the

gap between the two theory 9laSSeS and the-reading practicum. The project was not

intended to be research oriented; therefore; evaluation wag conducted informally by

assessing the reactions of the students and by'observing the procels-fii order to con.
4 A.

firm or reject the value of tl e idea.

Students! reactions were positive. Eighteen StUdent6 wrote anonymous comments

after completing the exercige. All 18 expressed favorable reactions to the experience;

The most repeated comment expressed a heightened sense of their own competence in

utilizing the resource's they had accumulated from-the two readiu theory classes.

They also reported gaining a feeling of confidence about entering the classroom
;

which

resulted from a deMonstrabIei-apOlication of knowledge.

Selected student comments included:

This simulation type of activity was very helpful. It was a questiOn,
that has been on my mind for weeks as,I approach graduation--"What will
Ido When-I am handed a classrooM assignment?" Thiiactivity helped A
pi, define some steps I always knew I would take but was never made to
really think about it. I wanted to go on--ta'arakg some decisions and =

plans. It was extremely helpful.
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Ithought this-exercise was excellent; When it_WaS first presented I
thought it_sounded impossible; I didn't know where'td start; it was
kind of frightening. As I started gathering matetiald, mbre_and more
ideas_came into mind and by the time I was through I WAS ready to
jump into the fourth grade class and start.

The. hypothetical problem-solving task was thought - provoking.
as-prospective teachers, are not often askedto_apply knowledge of

theory and/or pro ss. This type of learning activity deems-to be
extremely valuable

(
for us. Problem-solving is not dOne

very much at'all in Metro classes and yet ie is seimportant.

It_wasTintereSting to_make practical -use of the.idformation we've
learned through_the edudation program. It required _thinking, not just
memorization and' low level stuff. 4

This activity was -good experience

From obd8I-vation of the process the following conclusions could be drawn:

I; The experience promoted interaction among the participants.
Students were enthusiastic in their efforts to solve the Iftoblem.
They were-eager to dittuta the informatiqn gathered and were active
in their efforts to interact with One another.

2. Participation in the activity gaVe participants the opportunity to
apply knowledge while still in the College classroom. t

=._
3. The clash discussion gave_thecpllege_10attuCtor the opportunity to

give gaidanceintheapplicatiokof t boy in a trainlhg-situation
prior to entry into an actual classro m.

4. Students gained-confidence in their ability &teach reading.
.c.

. -Anxiety-about entry into the classroom_as a rkading"teicher was reduced;

One fUal point should be mentioned: The students were reluctant to stop the

colleCtion,of information and begin the process of using the information to develop

a plan. They had,,,however, gathered .a significant amount of relevant information

and the.time constraints of the two-hour'seianar forced the admikiitrator to insist

that each student begin work on the individual questionnaire and the plan of action

for improvement of tht "program." Originally, this was viewed asks weakness of the

instrument when Used in-a tWOheir time blocle However, after the class di:ICU:I:Sinn

and a review of the students' plans oi action; it w s found that the students did
_

not need, any more information in Order to make good d cfsfons re rding the "hypo -

Thethetical class.
:

-I,
students' reluctance tni take action came at the point where

4.
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theory had to be applied and decisions ade. 'Shortly after being told lb more .

information could be gathered; the st-dents became deeply' involved in ma ing notes

and developing plans; It was felt that the students were hesitant to i art the

application of theory to practice; Once forced beyond this point, they had begun
.

the process of using theory and, thus, hadstarted to -bridge the gap between theory,
4 -;

and practice.''

The quality of the students' plans for strengthening the hypothetical reading

program, the assurance with which the students prebented their suggestions for

improvement, and their written and verbal expression of vwly gained confidence

6
inditated the problem-solvi4 experience had satisfied its purpose. The authors

feel that the" Tab Item modification kts an approachwhich can assist students in
. Le^

bridging the gap between theory and practice. Further research is needed to determine-

if -the Tab Item technique leads to more effective use of teaiing strategies in the

classroom.

'
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